
 
 

 

     
Abstract—In a high speed packet switching network, the 

processing time in a node becomes an important delay component 
that must be taken into account in designing routing algorithms 
for time sensitive services. To illustrate this hypothesis, we 
propose a new delay sensitive routing algorithm that takes both 
link and node delay time into consideration. Our simulation study 
shows that our algorithm could easily outperform traditional 
routing algorithms that only consider link delay time. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
roviding time sensitive services becomes an essential task 
for some packet-switching networks such as All-IP 
networks [1], which have to carry all types of traffics 

currently supported by both circuit-switching and 
packet-switching networks. Since routing is a critical task to 
select path to deliver a packet in a packet-switching network, 
such a network requires a delay sensitive routing mechanism to 
provide time sensitive services with QoS guarantee. However, 
most traditional routing algorithms do not take delay time as a 
major concern. Only a few are designed for time sensitive 
services [7,9,10,11]. These time sensitive routing algorithms 
were designed at the time when networks were slow and link 
bandwidth was the scarcest resource. As link bandwidth grows 
rapidly in recent years due to the advance of optical 
communication technologies, link bandwidth is no longer the 
only scarce resource. The processing time in a node, e.g. router, 
becomes another critical source of time delay. It must be taken 
into account in designing adequate routing algorithms for time 
sensitive services. 

In this paper, we designed a new flow-based routing 
algorithm, KLONE, that takes average delay time as its 
minimization objective and both node and link as delay 
components. Through an intensive evaluation using simulation 
method, we demonstrate that the KLONE algorithm 
outperforms the traditional OSPF algorithm [6] by about 30%. 

A. Path and Link Delay Time 
The delay time of a packet traveled along a path, referred to 

as path delay time in this paper, can be divided into three 
components: link delay, node delay, and end-host delay. 
Among them, end-host delay, which is the delay occurred at the 
hosts of both ends, can be ignored in the design of routing 
algorithms since it is independent of the path it travels. 
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Link delay time contains three components, the queuing 
delay, the propagation delay and the transmission delay. 
Transmission delay is the time of a data unit being transmitted 
alone a specific link with the propagation delay time ignored.  
For example, it will take 82ms to transmit 128k bits data along 
a T1 link. 

B. Node Delay Time 
Node delay is the delay time occurs in a node (e.g., a router). 

It contains two components: the processing delay and the 
queuing delay for a processor.  The tasks performed in a router 
and the processing power of the router determine its delay time.  

As link bandwidth grows rapidly and is getting closer to 
node processing capacity, node delay is increasing its share in a 
path delay time making itself a notable component in network 
performance.   

C. The Myth of Bandwidth 
In the beginning of router algorithm development, the tasks 

performed by a router are simple and the power of the processor 
within a router is much faster than the links in terms of 
processing or transmitting packets.  The link delay was the 
major concern in designing a delay sensitive routing algorithm.  
In recently years, network operators start to deploy fiber optic 
networks with DWDM technique making a dramatic increase 
in network bandwidth. This fast growth in bandwidth makes 
link bandwidth closer to the node processing capacity and 
results in the increase of relative weigh of node delay. One way 
to reduce the delay time cause by routers is to embed higher 
layer protocols to lower layer equipments such as Layer 3 
switch or MPLS [2]. Another way is to choose better routing 
algorithms that take node delay time into consideration. 

D. An Illustration Example  
  In the following example, discovering a minimal delay path 

with and without taking node delay into account will be 
compared.  As shown in Figure 1(a), a simple network is 
composed of eight nodes, A, B, C, …, H, and eight directed 

links. The weight of link → 
AD is 2, and all the other links is 1. 

We assume the delay time caused by a node is proportional to 
the number of traffic flows passing that node.  There is a unit 
traffic demand form A to F, from B to G and from C to H, 
respectively.  Without considering node delay, the best routing 
algorithm will route all three traffic flows through node E, as 
shown in Figure 1(b). The delay time of each path will be 6. 
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Figure 1(c) shows the result of another possible routing that 
takes node delay time into account.  One traffic flow will pass 
node D, instead of node E.  The delay time is then 5 for each 
flow.   

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.   Example routing with node delay considered. 

 
Above example shows that, for high-speed networks, a 

routing algorithm that takes node delay time into account may 
obtain a better result as compared to the traditional routing 
algorithms that consider link delay time only. 

II. RELATED WORK  

A. Current Routing Approaches 
Shortest path routing is to build up a shortest path tree to 

present the network topology, so then routes each of request 
traffics to its destination.  The Dijkstra’s shortest path 
algorithm[4,8] is a very famous example of shortest path 
routing, and it discovers a node’s shortest paths to other nodes 
in O(n㏒n).  Another routing algorithm is flooding [8], in which 
every incoming packet is sent out on every outgoing line except 
the one it arrived on.  It generates vast numbers of duplicate 
packets.  It is not practical in most applications, but it does have 
some uses. Flow-based routing considers both the network 
topology and load [8].  Link delay time is, instead of a given 
constant,  a load dependent variable. Distance vector routing 
estimates the distance from source to destination by certain 
approaches [8,11]. They are often referred to as 
“Bellman-Ford” protocols because they are based on a shortest 
path computation algorithm. Distance vector routing protocols 
periodically send information to its neighbor nodes.  Each node 

could estimate the distance to other nodes according to the 
number of intermediate passed nodes.  Link state routing 
focuses on the states of links [11].  Link state routing 
transforms the link states into some mathematical expressions 
to choose proper paths.  Open Shortest Path First (OSPF[6]) is a 
widely used example of link state routing, and is parallelly used 
with RIP, which is a distance vector routing. QoS routing 
selects routes based on flow Qos requirements and network 
resource availability.  Qos routing determines feasible paths 
satisfying QoS requirements, while optimizing resource usage 
and degrading gracefully during periods of heavy load [9,11]. 

B. Our Approach 
The networks that are to support time sensitive services 

could choose to use a proper QoS routing. However, existing 
routing algorithms only consider link delays such that they may 
not be adequate for high speed networks as explained in 
Section I. In Section III, we model the problem as a flow-based 
routing problem with link and node delay dependent on their 
loads. An iterative approach is taken to cope with the difficulty 
of estimating load dependent delay time on links and nodes. A  
transformation is then taken to convert node delay into link 
delay such that the intermediate problem of each iteration can 
be solved using a traditional routing algorithm. The proposed 
algorithm is evaluated by comparing with the OSPF algorithm 
in Section IV using average path delay time and goodput ratio 
as performance metrics.    

 

III. ROUTING WITH NODE DELAY 

A.  Routing Problem Model 
Given a directed graph G(V, E), with |V| nodes and |E| links, 

the propagation delay time and bandwidth of each link, and the 
processing capacity of each node, the problem is to find a set of 
paths for a given set of traffic demands and the delay bound 
such that the total delay time is minimized.  Given and derived 
parameters are listed in Table 1 and 2 respectively. 

TABLE 1 
 NOTATION OF INPUT PARAMETERS. 

G(V,E) a directed graph, G, with set of nodes V and set of directed 
link E 

vi a node; vi ∈V  
ek a directed link ek = ( vx ,vy ) ∈E , vx is the start node, vy is the 

end node of link ek.; also denoted as exy 
λij volume of traffic requests from vi to vj   

Λk volume of traffic requests from vk to all other nodes.  Λk={λ
ki ,| i=1,…,|v|}  

Λ set ofλij ,Λ={λij ,  |vi, vj∈V}   

D allowable delay time to transmit a packet from source to 
destination  

b(ek) bandwidth of link ek 

t(ek) propagation delay time of link ek 

p(vk) processing capacity of node vk 
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TABLE 2 
NOTATION OF DERIVED PARAMETERS AND ROUTING RESULTS. 

Mk 
∑

||

1

V

kiλ , total volume of requested traffics starting from node 

vk; the traffic volume of |Λk| 
)(n

kS  the selected routing path set(slice) of iteration n, 
corresponding to the request Λk 

P(n) the selected routing path set(pasta) of iteration n, set of 
)(n

kS .  

μh volume of traffics passing through link eh, starting from vx, 
and ending at vy, also denoted asμxy   

σk volume of traffic passing through node vk 
U set of μh , U={μh } 
φij the selected path for λ ij, by the routing algorithm; 

φij=vi,eii+1,vi+1,ei+1 i+2,⋯,ej-1j,vj 
Ф  set of φij  
d(vk)  delay time caused by node vk  
d(eh) delay time caused by link eh 
d(φij) total delay time along path set φ ij, 

∑∑
∈∈

+=
ijij ve

ij vdedd
φφ

φ )()()(  

 
The problem is then formulated as follows: 
 
Find Ф 
 

 
s.t. Φ∈∀< ijij Dd φφ ,)( .           (1) 

 
The delay bound of each traffic flow, D, could be variant 

without incurring a significant impact to the model. d(φij) is 
the total delay time for a traffic flow; it is an accumulation of 
the delay time on all links and nodes along all the selected paths. 
The delay time occurred in the components of a real network is 
actually dependent on the stochastic behavior of the traffic and 
routing process.  In reality, it is extremely difficult to solve a 
routing problem that takes stochastic behavior into account.  
Therefore, we take a compromised approach by relaxing the 
stochastic property of traffic and routing process in estimating 
of delay time on links and nodes. 

We assume all traffics are of Constant Bit Rate (CBR) type 
and all resources (processing and link bandwidth) are 
proportionally shared by all traffic flows passing through.  In 
this way, the load of each resource can be computed based on 
the total amount of traffics passing through that resource. 
Although this is a compromised model, it is more realistic as 
compared to the traditional fixed weight model.  . 

The problem can be easily proved NP-hard by reducing into 
a 0-1 knapsack problem. Furthermore, both objective and 
constraints are not simple functions of given parameters (delay 
time).  Instead, they are result dependent variables.  This makes 
the problem much more complicated. 

B. Iterative Solution Approach 
An iterative approach is taken to cope with the difficulty of 

load dependent delay time on nodes and links. In the first 

iteration, the delay time of every node is set to zero and the 
delay time of every link is set to its propagation delay time. In 
other iterations, the delay time of nodes and links are computed 
based on the result obtained in the previous iteration.   

For convenience, the result obtained in an iteration is called a 
pasta.  In each iteration, the problem is further divided into 
some number of sub-problems. Each routing solution (pasta) 
can be decomposed into a number of single root flow trees, 
named a slice.  In such a tree, the root node is any node and the 
tree presents the flows generated from that root node and are 
forwarded to all other nodes.  In each incremental step within 
an iteration, a slice corresponding to a request set |Λk| is  
extracted from the pasta, recomputed using an algorithm 
similar to Dijkstra's, and superimposed back to the pasta. Thus, 
a pasta, the result of an iteration, is recomputed incrementally 
slice by slice. 

After some number of iterations, hopefully, the delay time of 
each network component will be stabilized, and the routing 
solution obtained will be a stable solution. Termination is 
triggered by two conditions: when average path delay of two 
consecutive iterations is smaller than the predetermined value 
ε; or the number of iterations exceeds a given number. In  the 
first condition, ε is defined as the difference in total delay 
time of two consecutive iterations divided by the total path 
delay time of previous iteration as shown in Eq. 2: 

 
)(
1

)( ,)(
])()([ n

klm
n

kij
ij

lmij SSd
dd

+∈∈
−

= ∑
∑ ∑ φφφ

φφ
ε .  (2) 

  
 
 We denote the result (pasta) obtained in the n-th iteration as 

P(n), the single root path tree (slice) corresponding to the Λk in 

the n-th iteration as )(n
kS , and 

}{ )()(
2

)(
1

)( n
k

nnn SSSP ⊕…⊕= , where ⊕  denotes a 

superposition. The iterative procedure is summarized in the 
followings: 

 
 (I) Initial condition 
 for all nodes and links,  set σ=0, μ=0, d(v)=0, d(e)=t(e); 

 )0(
1S = )0(

2S = )0(
3S ,…, = )0(

||VS ={};  //empty set 

 )0(P = )0(
1S ⊕

)0(
2S ⊕ ⋯ )0(

||VS ; 

//⊕ denotes superimposing a slice into a pasta 
//Θ denotes removing a slice from a pasta  
(II) First iteration  
  )1(P ={}; 

route Λ1 based on ( )0(P Θ
)0(

1S ), to obtain )1(
1S ; 

 )1(P = )1(P ⊕
)1(

1S ; 

routeΛ2 based on ( )0(P Θ
)0(

1S Θ
)0(

2S ⊕
)1(

1S ), to obtain 
)1(

2S ; 
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)1(P = )1(P ⊕
)1(

2S ; 

‧ 
‧ 

routeΛ|V| based on ( )0(P Θ
)0(

1S ⋯Θ
)0(

||VS ⊕ ⋯⊕ )1(
1|| −VS ), 

to obtain )0(
||VS ;      )1(P = )1(P ⊕

)1(
||VS ; 

(III) On the k-th iteration: 
)(kS ={}; 

for j←1 to |V| { 
routeΛj based on ( )1( −kP Θ⋯

)1(
2

−kS ⋯Θ
)1( −k

jS ⊕⋯ ⊕
)(
1

k
jS − ), to obtain )(k

jS ;       )(kP = )(kP ⊕
)(k

jS ; 

} 
( IV ) Termination Conditions 

When )1()( +≈ MM PP  or the number of iteration exceeds 

a given number, terminate; 

C. Estimation of Path Delay Time 
The delay time of path φij , d(φij), consists of the delay time 

on all nodes and links in a path, which is d(vi)+d(ei 

i+1)+d(vi+1)+d(ei+1 i+2)+ ⋯ +d(ej-1 j)+d(vj).  μh and σk, are 
defined as the total volume of traffic flows passing through a 
link eh and a node vk, respectively and can be computed as 
follows:  

 

∑
∈
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ijh
ij

e

ij

φ
φ

λµh , and                                                               (3) 
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1) Link Delay Time 

d(eh) is the delay time of a flow of packets passing through 
link eh,. μh is the total flows passing through eh.  As mentioned 
in Section III.A, we assume every traffic flow is a CBR and the 
bandwidth of a link is shared by all the traffic flows passing 
through that link.  The queuing delay on the link, thus, can be 
ignored.  Therefore, the delay time on a link for a flow is 
approximately the propagation delay time plus the total traffic 
flows divided by the bandwidth of that link, as shown in Eq. 5, 

 
)()(/)()()(/)( hh

e

ijhhhh etebetebed

ijh
ij

+=+= ∑
∈
Φ∈
φ

φ

λµ         (5) 

Notice that the delay time of a link, d(eh), is independent of 
the size of the flow passing that link.  All traffic flows passing 
the same link are delayed by the same amount of time. 

2) Node Delay Time 
d(vk) is the delay time caused by a node, vk.  Again, to 

simplify the delay time model, we assume all traffic flows 

passing a node are processed in time-sharing fashion, such that 
the d(vk) can be estimated as the total volume of traffics divided 
by the processing capacity of that node, as shown in Eq. 6:   
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3) Path Delay Time 

Thus, the delay time of a path φij is 
 

∑∑
∈∈
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ijkijh v
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4) Node Delay to Link Delay Conversion 

We need an efficient algorithm to solve a single-source 
shortest path routing problem to obtain a slice.  Unfortunately, 
current shortest path algorithms all assume zero weight on 
nodes such that they are not adequate to solve this problem 
even though the delay time of network components are all 
constant within each iteration. There are two approaches to 
solve this problem: either to develop a new algorithm that 
considers both node and link delay together or to convert node 
delays into link delays, and then apply a conventional shortest 
path algorithm to solve this problem. We choose the second 
approach for simplicity.  In the transformation,  node delay time 
is added to the propagation delay time of each incoming link to 
the node.  By doing so, we obtain another graph that has 
weights on its links only and is equivalent to the original graph 
with respect to the path delay time, as depicted in Fig. 2.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) 
 
 

 
 
 
 

(b) 
   Fig. 2.  Transformation of node delay to link delay. 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
It can be easily proved that the complexity of  the KLONE 

algorithm is N4㏒N in the worst case. It is further evaluated by 
comparing with the traditional OSPF routing algorithm using a 
numerical simulation. Performance metrics are convergence 
speed, average path delay time, and goodput ratio. 
Convergence speed is evaluated by two different values: the 
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number of iterations/slices when the convergence occurs (the 
average path delay time of two consecutive pastas differ by a 
predefined value, ε) divided by the total number of nodes 
(K1/N and K2/N). Goodput ratio is the ratio of total satisfied 
traffic requests to the total traffic requests. Average path delay 
time is the average time for a unit of request traffic passing 
through the network. It is computed as summation of the size of 
a traffic multiplied by the delay time on the selected path and 
then divided by the size of total traffic,  
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A. Design of Experiments 
We compared KLONE algorithm and OSPF algorithm in 

64,000 different test instances, in the combinations of different 
number of nodes, network connectivity ratio, and different link 
bandwidth/processing capacity ratio. The range of link 
bandwidth was set from 0 to 400 Gbps, and propagation delays 
stayed below 20 ms.  The number of nodes was set from 10 to 
100 with a processing capacity in the range of Gbps.  

Connectivity is defined as )1(* −NN
P , where P is the 

number of links, and N is the number of nodes.  The range of 
connectivity was set from 0 to 100 percents.  The BP ratio is 
defined as b(e)/p(v), where b(e) is the link bandwidth and p(v) 
is the node processing capacity. We varied it from 1/300 to 1/1. 
The traffic coming into an edge node is assumed in an 
aggregated form. For a graph of N nodes, there are N*(N-1) 
requests, one from each node to every other node.  The upper 
bound of delay time of all paths is set to D and D varies from 
100 to 2000 ms. 

B. Experiments and Results 
The experiments and results are presented in this section.  

Most of the figures shown in this section are for the networks of 
size 50.   

1) Exp-1: Convergence Test 
We adjusted the following three parameters in the 

experiment to study their impact to the convergence speed: the 
BP ratio, the number of nodes and the connectivity. The results 
show that neither BP ratio nor the number of nodes has any 
impact to the convergence speed.  On the other hand, we found 
that the convergence speed is dependent on the connectivity.  
This may be caused by two different reasons.  First, higher 
connectivity may make a request easier to find a very good 
satisfied path, and then there is a higher probability to choose 
the same path in the succeeding iteration.  On the other hand, 
lower connectivity may make a request having fewer paths to 
choose, so that the solution domain is much smaller and thus 
the convergence speed is faster.  In more than 90% of the test 
instances, we found that the lines of both average path delay 

time and goodput ratio become stable after the K1=2/N and 
K2=2.   

2) Exp-2: Sensitivity to Connectivity 
Intuitively, higher connectivity implies more available paths 

between nodes. We studied the dependency between the 
connectivity and the two performance metrics: average path 
delay time and goodput ratio.  We varied connectivity from 0% 
to 100% to see how average path delay time and goodput ratio 
are influenced.   

In this experiment, we found that, at the same number of 
nodes, the average path delay time becomes smaller as the 
connectivity increases, as shown in Figure 3(a).  The average 
path delay time improvement is defined as (T2-T1)/T2, where T1 
and T2 are the average path delay time of KLONE algorithm 
and OSPF algorithm, respectively.  The larger the value,  the 
better the KLONE algorithm. In Figure 3(b), we show that at 
higher connectivity, KLONE algorithm has a higher goodput 
ratio than OSPF algorithm.   

(a) 
 

(b) 
Fig. 3.  Sensitivity to connectivity. 

 
3) Exp-3: Sensitivity to BP Ratio 

We varied the BP ratio from 1/300 to 1 to see the dependency 
between the BP ratio and the two performance metrics. We 
found that when the BP ratio increases, the improvement of 
average path delay time increases, as shown in Figure 4(a).  
This is consistent with our hypothesis that when the speed of 
links increases, an algorithm that concerns both link and node 
delay times might have a better performance than OSPF, which 
only concerns links delay times. We also compared the goodput 
ratio of KLONE algorithm and OSPF algorithm. We found that 
at different BP ratios, goodput ratio of KLONE algorithm is 
usually better than OSPF algorithm, as shown in Figure 4(b). 

Improvement in average path delay time time at different
connectivity (50 nodes)
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Improvement in goodput ratio at different connectivity
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Improvement in average path delay time at different BP
ratio (50 nodes)

0%
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10%
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35%

1/300 1/100 1/80 1/60 1/40 1/20 1/5BP ratio

improvement

connectivity at 0+%
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(a) 

Inprovement in goodput ratio at different BP ratio
(50 nodes, connectivity at 80%)
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improvement

D=100ms

D=400ms

D=800ms

D=1000ms

D=1500ms
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 (b) 
Fig. 4.  Sensitivity to BP ratio. 

 
4) Exp-4: Sensitivity to Number of Nodes 

This experiment studied the dependency between the 
number of nodes and the delay time improvement. The number 
of nodes was varied from 20 to 70. The improvement increases 
as the number of nodes increases. Increasing the number of 
nodes will also increase the goodput ratio at the same delay 
bound, D.  At different number of nodes, KLONE algorithm 
has a better goodput ratio than OSPF algorithm. Due to space 
limit, detailed results are not shown here.  

 
5) Comparison with Optimal Solution 

In order to estimate the absolute performance of KLONE 
algorithm, we compared both algorithms with the optimal 
solution in a very small scale test instance in which the number 
of nodes was set to 10, connectivity was set to 20%, BP ratio 
was set at 1/10.  The average path delay time of KLONE and 
OSPF algorithm is approximately 30% and 60% higher than the 
optimal solution, respectively. While the goodput ratio is 
approximately 20% and 40% lower than the optimal solution, 
This toy-type study may not mean too much.  However, it still 
gives us a sense of the descripency between the KLONE 
algorithm and the optimal solution. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARK 
With an intensive evaluation, we demonstrate the importance 

of the nodes delay in a time sensitive path in high-speed 
packet-switching networks.  We hypothesized that a routing 
algorithm that considers the delay time of both nodes and links 
may have a better performance than that only considers link 
delay time in supporting delay sensitive services.  We 
developed a flow-based routing algorithm, KLONE algorithm, 

which considers both link and node delay time.  The results of 
the evaluation show that KLONE algorithm could have a better 
performance than OSPF algorithm in most cases, with only a 
few exceptions. The hypothesis that considering node delay is 
important in high-speed packet-switching network is thus 
demonstrated. 

This algorithm still has some weak points.  First, KLONE 
algorithm may have worse goodput than OSPF algorithm when 
the delay bound is very low.  Secondly, it does not support 
multi-path routing for the same traffic stream yet.  Furthermore, 
a distributed version is needed in order to apply it onto real 
networks. In estimating the delay time of nodes and links, the 
traffic model should also be more realistic to include different 
traffic types, such as VBR, and in difference priorities. 
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